Survey

Your
contribution
to Hamelin’s
future

Participate in the city-survey for
Hamelin’s future. We would be
delighted if you would take some
time to answer the following
questions.

City-survey

hameln 2030 – A city with future

What is making Hamelin attractive to you? What is annoying you in Hamelin?

Question 1: Which places in Hamelin should
stay the way they are?

Question 2: Where should Hamelin change?

Question 3: Where do you move
about in the region?
100

Hamelin has attractive surroundings.
Please mark all places that you are
visiting at least once a year.
Feel free to add new places.
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Steinhuder Meer
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Bad Oeynhausen
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Teutoburger Wald

Springe
Coppenbrügge

Hessisch Oldendorf
Lipper Bergland
Aerzen

Detmold
Gütersloh

Braunschweig
Hildesheim

Elze

Emmerthal

Bad Pyrmont
Holzminden
Höxter

Goslar

Solling

Paderborn

Please add the main reason for your visit with one of
the following letters
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Living
Recreational / Family
Shopping
Work

Harz

YOUR

IDEA!

Question 4: How would your ideal
Hamelin look like in the year 2030?
Which projects could change the city
in the long-term? Be creative – there
are no wrong answers!

YOUR PROJECT IDEAS
FOR HAMELN2030

THANK YOU!
You have nearly made it...

If you would like to, we can keep you up to date
about “Hameln2030”. Just add your name to our
newsletter.
Name:
E-Mail:

This is where you can hand in the filled out questions until
the 1st of July 2016:
Pförtnerei im Rathaus			
Kultur- und Kommunikations								zentrum Sumpfblume
Am Stockhof 2a
		Rathausplatz 1				
Thank you for participating in the city-survey. What happens to your contribution?
Currently the city-survey is on. With it we hope to gather various opinions about the
strengths, weaknesses and the development potential of Hamelin.

In autumn there will be a workshop over multiple days. There the results of the survey
will be discussed and developed. In spring 2017 these results will be presented during
a conference concerned with Hamelin’s future.
You can find more information and possibilities to participate under: 2030.hameln.de
Hameln2030 is a project by the city
of Hamelin. The planning office
“urbanista” supports the city’s
administration with the implementation of the citizen’s dialogue.
Contact: hameln2030@urbanista.de

